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From The Chair
Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

This newsletter is predominantly about 
the upcoming SoC-BCS conference and 
the future of the Society� Members of 

your committee have been working diligently 
on your behalf on both of these, and I would 
like to thank them all for that commitment� 

You should also be shortly be receiving the 
latest SoC Bulletin, which again a small team 
have been working hard to produce� It is a 
good ‘un, but then I am biased having done 
much of the editing and of the commissioning 
of the articles, all of which has allowed a piece 
of my own work to slip in there somehow!

There are full details included here for the 
upcoming joint SoC-BCS conference this 
September� The programme looks like a good 
mix, and I am greatly looking forward to the 
event� I will just take a moment to point out 
four particular aspects�

Firstly, that there is an early bird discount 
available until 1st August 2017, and that 
bursaries are available to help student and 
overseas members to attend the Conference 
(details later in this newsletter and at 
www.soc-archive.org.uk/mapreality)�

Secondly, that we would love to have your 
entries for the Wallis Award for ‘cartographic 
work completed during the period September 
2016 to September 2017’� Again more details 
later in the newsletter or online�

Thirdly, you may make nominations for the 
Gromit Award, for ‘worst map which has been 
circulating around the world over the last 12 
months’� It will be awarded at the annual 
dinner�

Fourthly, although the conference is based at 
the Redworth Hall Hotel and the conference 
accommodation is based there, it is possible 
to book for the conference days and choose 
your own accommodation locally, which a 
quick Google search shows could save you 
some money overall�

Your committee has been considering the 
future of the Society since the open discussion 
at the last AGM� A longish article in this 
newsletter explains what has happened and 
where we are at� Please read the article, think 
carefully about what is proposed, consider 
the implications of this, attend the AGM if 
possible, and help decide the future�

Newsletter 
Contributions

Welcome to the June issue of the SoC Newsletter� 

The Newsletter is published twice a year and 
designed for digital distribution via the Society’s 
website� Hard copy versions of the Newsletter 
are available on request�

Contributions to the newsletter are welcomed 
from all our readers� Please email all copy and 
photographs to:

newsletter@soc.org.uk

http://www.soc-archive.org.uk/mapreality
mailto:newsletter%40soc.org.uk?subject=
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While all the organisation for the 2017 joint 
conference has been happening, there has 
already been a meeting to plan next year’s 
event� It is agreed by the two societies to be 
another joint SoC-BCS event, but is proposed 
to have a considerably different format� There 
is only an outline idea just now, but I can say 
that it is proposed to be in London, and to be 
a multi-day, multi-venue, multi-activity event, 
possibly with no inclusive accommodation 
(with people seeking their own overnight 
arrangements if not from near enough to travel 
in each day)� More information as soon as it 
is available� 

If on the basis of that description you have 
particular activities, slants, venues, or even 
contributors that you would like to suggest 
then please contact me on chair@soc.org.uk�

On a personal level I am seriously enjoying my 
retirement, since last August� You might have 
thought this would mean less rather than more 

cartography in my life� In fact it seems to be 
more! I am giving a paper at the International 
Cartographic Conference in Washington DC 
next month, making it my first time Stateside�

I am still doing deep research with a professorial 
colleague from Middlesex University on early 
6” OS mapping, which is heading for a longish 
monograph output at the moment, if we can 
just finish researching and get more writing 
done� Finally I am pleased to say that I have 
very minor contributions in two cartography 
books that are coming out towards the end of 
the year, one of which I predict being a real 
game-changer in the field�

So, there is much happening in both the Society 
and cartography at large� Make sure you are 
involved in both!

Email: chair@soc.org.uk
 

The return of the 
Gromit Award

The Fake Maps. Period session hosted 
by Steve Chilton & Ken Field will take 
a look at the best and worst maps which 

have been circulating around the world over 
the last 12 months�

The best of the worst will win the highly 
un-prestigious Gromit Award, which is now 
turning 4 this year� You are asked to submit 
maps for critiquing, submissions should be 
made to gromit@soc.org.uk� They should just 
be a URL, or a link (or attachment) if the map 
is static/printed�
By Stuart Gill
Editor

mailto:chair%40soc.org.uk?subject=
mailto:chair%40soc.org.uk?subject=
http://www.soc-archive.org.uk/mapreality/awards.html
mailto:gromit%40soc.org.uk?subject=
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only
£25

Cartography: A Reader
                    Edited by Steve Chilton and Alex Kent

          ISBN 978-0-9930089-0-0

Celebrating the 50th anniversary of the founding of
the Society of Cartographers, Cartography: A Reader
presents a special selection of over 40 papers from the
archive of �e Bulletin of the Society of Cartographers,
the Society’s respected international journal.

Arranged chronologically, the book charts the key
technological and theoretical developments of 
cartography from the 1960s to the present through the
work of leading authors such as Danny Dorling, Peter
Hagge�, Henry Castner, Martin Kemp, Peter Vujakovic 
and Michael Wood.  

�e papers are complemented by a series of new essays
wri�en by editors Steve Chilton and Alex Kent which
set these major advances in their wider context, from
SYMAP to OpenStreetMap and from the models of
cartographic communication to critical cartography.

With 300 pages packed with colour and b&w
illustrations, the unrivalled format and superb value
make Cartography: A Reader an excellent introduction
to the subject for students, mapmakers and for all with
an interest in maps and mapping.

�e book is available from the Society at the special
price of only £12 (free P&P to UK) at www.soc.org.uk           
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The Society of Cartographers and The 
British Cartographic Society come together 

for Conference 2017
Delegates from commercial, academic and government organisations will 
come together to share a common interest in using and promoting maps 
as a valuable means of communication� Maps for Changing Reality�

http://www.soc-archive.org.uk/mapreality     #MapReality

BCS - SoC Conference 
2017

Maps for Changing Reality
5th - 7th September 2017

Redworth Hall Hotel, County Durham, UK

Session overview
5th September: Pre-conference Special Interest Group Workshops & Talks

GIS Workshop • Guest Speaker, Philip Hatfield, British Library 
• Exhibition •

6th & 7th September: BCS - SoC Conference 2017

Talks • Workshops • Debate • Annual Dinner • Awards

Session themes
Indigenous Mapping • Mapping our Planet • Data Visualisation 

• Current Affairs •

http://www.soc-archive.org.uk/mapreality
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Redworth
Hall Hotel
Redworth
Hall Hotel

Venue
Redworth Hall Hotel, County Durham� 
DL5 6NL

Redworth Hall is a stunning 17th century 
Jacobean Manor House situated in 
the blissful tranquillity of its own 26 
acres of undisturbed and beautifully 
landscaped gardens and woodlands�

It’s just 30 minutes from Durham City 
Centre�

Reasons to attend
• Learn from expert practitioners

• Keep abreast of the latest developments

• Share tips and techniques

• Gain practical experience at interactive workshops

• Expand your knowledge in a friendly atmosphere

• Network with fellow professionals

Redworth Hall Hotel

Redworth Hall Hotel
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Social Networking and Events

Quiz - Will be held at 20:30 on Tuesday 5th September, led by Steve Chilton & Alex Kent�

A Drinks Reception will start at 18:30 on Wednesday 6th September, followed by the Gala 
Dinner and Awards Ceremonies� Finishing off the evening with a Ceilidh�

Wallis Award

See page 14 for more details� Judging will take place during the week of the conference, where 
all entries will be exhibited�

Accommodation

Discounted accommodation is offered at the Redworth Hall Hotel through the booking page� 
Alternative accommodation can be booked at your own discretion�

Booking

Go to the following link for full booking information: www.soc-archive.org.uk/mapreality

Any Questions?

If you have any questions regarding the Summer School Conference please contact:

Conference Organiser: GeoInformation Group

Email: info@soc.org.uk

Redworth Hall Hotel Swimming Pool

http://www.soc-archive.org.uk/mapreality
mailto:info%40soc.org.uk?subject=
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Outline Programme
Tuesday 5th September
Pre-conference Workshops & Talks

09:30 - 13:00 Map Curator’s Group Event (morning)

4000 Glass Negatives
Peter Jolly, Retired
Crossrail: A Map in the Making

Daniel Irwin

100,000 stories: using maps for creative inspiration
Paula Williams, National Library of Scotland
New subjects, new skills and 'getting them young': integrating 
map collections into University teaching activities
Donna Sherman, University of Manchester
How do I find a map? : Usability testing in the Bodleian 
Map Room
Debbie Hall, Bodleian Library
From Blandscape to Bruegel: Cartography and the Art of 
the Real
Alex Kent, Canterbury Christ Church University

14:00 - 17:00 GIS Workshop - Urban cartography in 3 and 
4 dimensions
Led by Verisk Analytics

Join us for a hands on, interactive mapping workshop looking 
at the challenges of representing modern, dynamic cities and 
exploring new ways of mapping urban space in two, three and 
four dimensions�

Bring your own laptop* to make use of detailed UK Map 
data to create new and innovative cartography and take 
the opportunity to meet specific challenges and win prizes� 
(* laptop recommended but not essential)

17:00 - 17:45 From the Arctic to the Euston Road: Digital 
Maps at the British Library
Helen Wallis Memorial Lecture
Philip Hatfield, British Library

Entrance to Durham Castle

Durham Castle Keep
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Wednesday 6th September
BCS - SoC Conference 2017
Welcome by BCS and SoC

09:30 - 10:30 Talks Session 1: Indigenous Mapping
Serendipitous reflections on Antipodean Cartography: 
imports to copying to self sufficiency
William Cartwright, RMIT University

A serendipitous narrative of Antipodean cartography’s journey 
from, consumer, to adopter to distinctive Antipodean cartography� 
This paper links to the topic of ‘History of Mapping’� However, the 
treatment of the topic area is more from the perspective of map 
design and production, rather than from a traditional ‘Historical 
Cartography’ perspective�

Indigenous community GIS and cartography
Aliya Ryan, Digital Democracy

An overview of indigenous territory mapping in Ecuador and 
Mapeo, a new off line, open source GIS application� The talk 
will explore how both the software and special participatory 
techniques can turn the tables on traditional power structures in 
both map making and management of GIS data, empowering local 
communities to defend their lands�

10:30 - 11:30 Refreshments and Icebreaker�

11:30 - 12:00 Lightning Talks
Various

12:00 - 13:00 Workshop Session 1
Tips on using MAPublisher
Led by Tim Rideout, XYZ Maps

Tips for using Avenza MAPublisher within Adobe Illustrator for 
making maps for all types of output, whether paper, PDF, HTML 
or image�

Using PopChange Raster data with RStudio
Led by Nick Bearman, Clear Mapping Co.

Learn how to compare 1km square gridded Census data for Great 
Britain (1971 - 2011); online using the PopChange web resource and 
on your desktop using RStudio, both free & open source resources

The Lodge, Redworth Hall

Grounds of Redworth Hall
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12:00 - 13:00 Workshop Session 1
Adding an extra dimension to basemaps for modern GIS
Led by Nicholas Duggan & Elliot Hartley, Garsdale Design

With 3D GIS becoming more mainstream, we found that the 
standard basemap wasn't enough�w So we tried something different� 
This will include: Benefits of using 3D streaming buildings for 
basemaps� Mention ArcGIS Pro and use of Vertical Datum 
transformations� How the high availability streaming services 
allow for affordable 3D basemaps even for low bandwidth users� 
Expectation of realism within 3D (pros cons)� Visual familiarity� 
Managing feature collision (3D issue)� Further Considerations of 
3D basemaps - shadows, light and angle of view�

13:45 - 15:00 Talks Session 2: Historical Mapping
Mapping Hull’s history in its year as UK City of Culture
Giles Darkes, Cartographic Consultant

The Historic Towns Trust has produced a historical map of Hull to 
celebrate its status as UK City of Culture, 2017� The city has changed 
economically and topographically hugely since the 1930s, and the 
talk looks at how the map’s editor and cartographer worked to best 
depict the city across the centuries�

A Clean Sweep: the Conservation of the Chimney Map
Claire Thomson, National Library of Scotland

This presentation will describe the work undertaken to conserve 
a seventeenth century map of the world, which was donated to 
the National Library of Scotland in very poor condition, and 
then gradually brought back to life through a series of complex 
treatments�

15:30 - 16:30 Talks Session 3: Current Affairs
The cartography of current affairs: a geopolitical perspective
Peter Vujakovic, Canterbury Christ Church University

Cartography in reportage of current affairs has tended to be focused, 
both in quantity and in the degree of complexity, on issues related 
to threat discourse and major conflicts� This paper uses twenty-five 
years of the presenters work on news media mapping to explore 
how maps inform popular geopolitics�

Fake Maps. Period.
Steve Chilton, Majoli Graphics & Ken Field, Esri Inc. Redlands 
UCA/ICA

Maps, like fake news in this changed reality, are everywhere� Some 
are good� Some are bad� Some are ugly� Some deliver alternative 
facts� This session takes an informal, sometimes irreverent, look at 
the maps we’ve seen this past year ahead of awarding the annual 
Gromit award for poor cartography�

Darlington Market Tower

Darlington Market Square
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Thursday 7th September
BCS - SoC Conference 2017

09:30 - 10:30 Talks Session 4: Topographic Mapping
It's a hill, get mapping it
Steve Chilton, Majoli Graphics

What may not be realised by a casual map user is how long ago some 
relief representation methods were devised� What even experienced 
map users (and maybe even cartographers) may not realise is that 
not only did the different techniques appear earlier than they may 
have thought, but also that they were not developed in the order 
that they might think�

The Great Lines
Karen Rann, Freelance

The Great Lines explores the history of the invention of contour 
lines� While there are many contenders for ‘first map’; my talk 
focuses on Charles Hutton, creator of the first with enough data 
(from a 1770’s survey of the mountain Schiehallion) to ‘accurately’ 
add contour lines to a map�

10:30 - 11:30 Workshop Session 2
Tips on using MAPublisher
Led by Tim Rideout, XYZ Maps

Adding an extra dimension to basemaps for modern GIS
Led by Nicholas Duggan & Elliot Hartley, Garsdale Design

Using PopChange Raster data with RStudio
Led by Nick Bearman, Clear Mapping Co.

12:00 - 13:00 Talks Session 5: Mapping our Planet
Geospatial support for UK polar operations in Antarctica
Adrian Fox, British Antarctic Survey

British Antarctic Survey provides operational support for almost all 
UK science in Antarctica, each year covering an area of Antarctica 
larger than Western Europe and involving five research stations, 
two ships and five aircraft� The paper highlights the key role for 
geospatial information in planning and executing this complex 
operation�

Map skills training in virtual landscapes
Clare Gordon, University of Leeds

The Virtual Landscapes project demonstrates how screen-based 
virtual reality terrains can augment training in map-related skills� 
We will show examples of the landscapes that we have developed 
and discuss how they have enabled our geoscience students to meet 
desired learning outcomes�

Interior of Durham 
Cathedral

Durham Cathedral
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14:00 - 15:00 Debate - What is a Map?
The motion: ‘This house believes that this image is a diagram 
and not a map'
Chaired by William Cartwright RMIT University, Melbourne

For: James Cheshire and Gary Gale

Against: Giles Darkes and Jim Goldsmith

15:00 - 16:30 Talks Session 6: Data Visualization
Cartographic Design to GeoDataViz - An Evolution
Paul Naylor, Ordnance Survey

The Cartographic Design team at Ordnance Survey have undertaken 
a recent change and evolved into the new Geo Data Viz team or 
GDV for short� This presentation will outline why we have made 
this decision and why data viz plays an important role at Ordnance 
Survey�

Visualising Data: Exploring Digital Methods for Mapping 
and Visualising Interpretations of Cultural Heritage Sites
Isabel Williams, Newcastle University

This paper considers how digital mapping technologies can create 
unique ways of visualising quantitative and qualitative data� Using 
examples from research into people’s aesthetic responses to cultural 
heritage sites, it shows the potential and challenges of utilising 
such approaches, to communicate knowledge within and beyond 
commercial, academic, and governmental contexts�

Beyond Google Earth: Mapping the Global Landscape in 
3D - Challenges & Opportunities
David Cowell, FATMAP

While high-quality 3D models of urban landscapes are becoming 
more and more standard, most of the natural landscape has 
only been mapped at relatively low resolution� And while digital 
cartography in the 2D context has matured, it remains generally 
poor in 3D contexts� 

There are many challenges to creating a high quality global 
landscape model/map: cost of and access to good data; technical 
barriers specific to 3D landscape models; conceptual complexities 
in 3D cartography� But in all of these areas there are genuine 
opportunities for pioneering improvements to be made which 
will revolutionise the quality of the next generation of global 3D 
landscape models and maps�

Closing remarks

Close of conference

Great Hall at Durham 
Castle

Durham Castle Courtyard
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Anneliese Pritchard
Nitty Gritty Publishing
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Entries are invited from members of the Society 
of Cartographers for this year’s Wallis Award (for 
cartographic work completed during the period 
September 2016 to September 2017).

All entries should be accompanied by either a 
descriptive display panel or a written commentary, 
giving background details and technical 
information relating to the method of production.

Submitted entries must be comprised of 
cartographic design or production undertaken 
in full or as a majority e� ort by a member of the 
Society of Cartographers.

Entries can be produced by either digital or 
traditional technology, in monochrome or 
multicolour and may consist of a single map, a 
series of maps for a publication or an atlas.

The criteria for judging will consider such factors 
as overall clarity; balanced layout and design; 
aesthetic appearance; content � t for purpose; 
and the appropriate selection and use of colours, 
type and symbology. The basis for the award is 
“excellence in cartography”.

The current award, courtesy of Honorary Member 
Mr David Wallis, provides a sum of £100 plus a 
certi� cate for the successful entrant. Your map will 
appear on the cover of our Bulletin and newsletter 
and a one year free online subscription to 
Cartographica will also be awarded to the winning 
entry.

Closing date for entries is 31st July 2017 at the latest. 
Please visit www.soc.org.uk/wallis-award and 
complete the entry form and criteria.

For all enquiries please contact Miles Irving,
SoC Honorary Secretary at secretary@soc.org.uk

The Wallis Award is 
generously provided by 
David Wallis for the best 
piece of cartographic work 
submitted by a member of 
the society, as part of an aim 
to improve cartographic 
standards in universities 
both practically and 

academically. In 1975 the inaugural Wallis Award, 
was given to Dr Roy Boud from the University of 
Leeds at the Portsmouth Summer School and this 
year we hope to present the 42nd.

A word from David: Back in 1975 when the Society 
was a � edgling group of University Cartographers, 
who were very socially minded and were pleased 
to welcome me into their membership, among 
which were many of those who I had known from 
visits I made to many university Departments of 
Geography, promoting my company’s products, 
such as the Plan Variograph and Perspectomat, 
both of which predate the introduction 
of computers. At that time the skill of the 
cartographer was of paramount importance and 
I decided to encourage those with graphic skills 
by establishing an award based on the artistic 
qualities of the cartographer.

I am therefore pleased that the Wallis Award 
has been able to attract entries, even with the 
introduction of computer generated mapping. I 
am now in the twilight of my life, but will still be 
pleased to continue the sponsorship for as long 
as I am able. Best wishes to all the past winners 
and success to all those who have submitted this 
year’s entries.

David A Wallis
Hon RICS, FBCartS

The Wallis Award - 2017

Congratulations to the 2016 Winner 
Ben Hennig and his amazing 
Cartograms that were published in 
the Geographical magazine 2016.

www.viewsoftheworld.net
geographical.co.uk

A full list of all the previous winners 
can be found at -
www.soc.org.uk/wallis-award
If you can � ll in any of the blanks, 
please let us know!
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1. Please can you introduce yourself 
to the readers by telling us who you 
are, what your job title is, and where 
you work?

I am Ben and did a geography degree in 
Germany before coming to the UK for 
my PhD in 2008� After completing my 

PhD research at the University of Sheffield I 
moved on to the University of Oxford where 
I was a Senior Research Fellow until last year� 

Towards the end of last year I accepted an 
offer to become an Associate Professor of 
Geography at the University of Iceland where 
I am now based most of the time, although it is 
not unlikely to stumble over me in Britain, as 
I remain a research associate at the University 
of Oxford and I am engaged in a number of 
collaborations across the country� I continue 
my engagement in the committee of the Society 
of Cartographers as much as I can�

As so many people say, rather apologetically 
at cartography events, I also am not a 
cartographer and that I consider myself a 
passionate geographer� Having said that, I 
think these two go hand in hand, even if sadly 
this is not really ref lected in our geography 
education at university level anymore�

Back in the old days, cartography classes were 
an essential and integral part of studying 
geography and I consider myself lucky to have 
had the chance to learn these methods properly 
giving me a solid background before then 
learning about GIS� Maps are an important 
element in my identity as a geographer�

2. What was the main reason for 
entering the Wallis Award, and how 
do you feel after winning it?

I have submitted an entry to the Wallis 
Award almost every year since I started 
attending the SoC summer schools� 

Having tried so many times I was close to 
giving up, but then thought it would be stupid 
not to enter and tried again in 2016� And as 
every year, I did of course enter some work 
featuring cartograms because even if I also 
make 'normal' maps I think it is very valuable 
to showcase the versatility of utilising and 
using cartograms as a cartographic method�

My entry to the award was the perhaps most 
comprehensive entry because it featured a 
full series of cartograms that I produced for 
Geographical Magazine and which really 
covers the broad range of possible applications 
scenarios that these maps can be used for�

Wallis Award Winner Interview
2016 - Ben Hennig

Ben with his award
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Therefore I feel particularly chuffed having 
won the Wallis Award last year with what was 
perhaps my best entry over the years� I am 
also humbled to have received an award for 
excellence in cartography� Maybe this allows 
me to call myself not only a geographer, but 
also a cartographer from now on�

3. How did you get into 
cartography and more specifically, 
creating cartograms?

Maps have always been a passion in 
my life� I remember having franticly 
collected maps from the national 

parks in the United States which I just loved 
(and still like nowadays)� Therefore the interest 
in maps led me to eventually switching to 
geography as my major subject at university�

There I eventually got into learning more or 
less about how to make maps properly� Since 
my hands are rather clumsy in sketching stuff 
on paper I needed the help of computers to 
really get into the production of my own maps�

The whole world of cartography, GIS and 
remote sensing became my main interest 
over the years, drifting between the worlds of 
physical and then later human geography� It 
was my PhD project at Sheffield which got me 
into working with cartograms�

As part of the Worldmapper project, 
cartograms slowly turned into a passion, and 
somewhat, my PhD research became about 
testing the boundaries of this method, and 
seeing how far we can utilise cartograms as 
an alternative map projection�

4. What are the challenges of your 
working environment/workplace?

Academia and higher education are 
quite an inspirational place to work 
but apparently comes with its own 

downsides as well� Having worked in several 
European countries, now I can say, that while 
the higher education systems do differ, quite a 
few of the differences are marginal and one of 
the main challenges of (public) universities in 
our part of the world is to avoid the temptation 
to slowly turn into institutions that merely 
follow metrics often dictated by monetary 
considerations�

Ben's work on display
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If we want our universities to remain 
intellectual authorities in our society, then it 
is far more important to engage with society 
and to give something back� This, by the way, 
is an aspect where those working with maps 
can make quite an impactful contribution�

This may turn into a philosophical debate 
but I see some of the developments at our 
universities in the past decade rather critical� 
Therefore, it is essential to challenge the 
corporate culture that is slowly taking over� 
'Academic capitalism' that is spreading wider 
and wider has a very direct impact on everyone 
who works at a university in many European 
countries�

5. What is living in Iceland like for 
you, especially over the winter with 
the lack of daylight?

Surely most readers have an image of 
Iceland in mind� Quite often Iceland 
is portrayed in a rather idealised and 

romanticised way across the Atlantic� Obsessed 
with numbers as I am, quite a few of the 
statistics that we use to analyse and describe 
a society show that Iceland is not particularly 
better (or worse) than many other European 
countries�

On the other hand, such a small society works 
very differently and life has a different pace 
here� Everyone knows almost everyone else 
and it did take us just a few weeks to get our 
first selfie with the president� People here are 
generally very nice to each other, although I 
would also say that 'foreigners' have quite a 
hard time to get into Icelandic society, which 
is built on very strong family bonds (and of 
course the language is a challenge in itself, 
even if everyone speaks English)�

It's the quirks and oddities that perhaps 

contribute to Iceland's image in the world: 
A health minister who plays in a hard rock 
band, a president who does not like pineapple 
on a pizza (I am with him on that one)���if 
such things make international headlines, then 
surely this must be a country that has little else 
to worry about� But, obviously, this is also an 
image that Iceland rather likes to maintain 
as a brand�

As a consequence more and more tourists 
are coming to visit (almost 1�8 million last 
year in a country of just over 330,000), and 
even I started getting annoyed with tourists 
being everywhere and with how they are (mis-)
behaving�

And as visitors will quickly notice: Iceland 
is expensive� No, I mean Iceland is REALLY 
expensive� An early experience that made 
me want to leave straight away again was a 
reasonably looking savoy cabbage that after a 
quick currency conversion made me choke� At 
£15 it did not make its way into my shopping 
basket� Now I have reached the phase of 
acceptance (and developed suitable strategies 
to cope with it)�

Iceland is definitely not good for my ecological 
footprint, which was not perfect before I 
moved here� I stopped counting the number 
of f lights that I took in the past eight months 

Öxarárfoss Waterfall, Iceland
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since I moved here; far too many to be offset 
by heating the house with geothermal energy 
and using 100% renewable power� Being far 
away from everything else, while trying to stay 
connected to friends and colleagues, comes 
with a bad conscience�

Lastly, I don't want to dodge the question about 
daylight: Statistics have it that the first winter 
here in Iceland was the warmest since weather 
records began� Iceland is not that cold anyway 
(just observe the temperatures in winter - quite 
a few times it is warmer here than in central 
Europe)�

The warm winter led to a lack of snow (it was 
still more snow than I've seen in Oxford over 
the years, combined, though), which makes 
the darkness feel really bleak� Especially 
December, which was rather grim and I had 
to go to London to catch some sunlight (you 
don't hear many people say that, I guess)� When 
there is snow, the lack of light is not a real 
problem, and when the sun comes out on the 
shortest winter days it is the most beautiful 
light you can get outside�

Also, the frequent display of northern lights 
really does make up for the lack of daylight� 
They are truly amazing, and even inspirational: 
A new colour scheme for Worldmapper that 
I worked on over the winter was inspired by 
the northern lights�

6. Final question – What would you 
say to encourage people who may be 
considering entering this year?

Even before having received the Wallis 
Award I would have said that it's the 
taking part that counts� I think it is a 

very good and valuable thing to put your own 
cartographic works on display at the annual 
conference, which is where all Wallis Award 

entries are showcased� They are always in a 
prominent space during the event and get 
noticed widely, so even just entering is worth 
it and will make your work visible to a wider 
audience� I thought that this alone was worth 
entering a piece of work every year�

Surely getting the Award also requires a bit 
of luck as well, because there are always some 
quite stunning pieces of work on display� 
This should not be discouraging but quite the 
opposite: It is a great sign that making maps is 
still a very relevant occupation, regardless of 
whether you consider yourself a cartographer 
or not� Entering is as much about being part of 
that large community of people that produce 
maps�

Maps are everywhere these days� So make sure 
to stand out from the masses by entering your 
own piece of work and let it be scrutinised by 
your fellow cartographers and mapmakers� It's 
really worth it!
Interviewer Stuart Gill
Editor

Postcards of the maps, created by Ben, 
were freely available
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In the News
Britain elects: The results 
(summer edition 2017)

http://bit.ly/2rzhpkO

Election 2017: The result 
in maps and charts

http://bbc.in/2rzmVE7

Here's what the UK 
electoral map would look 
like with Proportional 
Representation

http://bit.ly/2ss2AVr

Britain’s general election 
2017: the results

http://econ.st/2tpXCWA

http://bit.ly/2rzhpkO
http://bbc.in/2rzmVE7
http://bit.ly/2ss2AVr
http://econ.st/2tpXCWA
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A subway-style map of 
Roman Empire roads 
circa 125 A.D.

http://bit.ly/2svRFel

15 overlay maps that 
will change the way 
you see the world

http://read.bi/2sshkDM

Lights On | Light Out

http://arcg.is/2tpHJPZ

Realtime lightning map

http://bit.ly/2sdU36n

Society Twitter

http://bit.ly/2svRFel
http://read.bi/2sshkDM
http://arcg.is/2tpHJPZ
http://bit.ly/2sdU36n
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Future of the SoC
The minutes of the 
last AGM included:

Chair Steve Chilton outlined some of 
the immediate difficulties the Society 
was dealing with. The Financial 

figures indicate that the Society is not in a 
strong position, but remedial measures have 
been taken by the committee and cost savings 
have already been made. There is an issue with 
the level of input the membership is putting 
in to the running of the Society, volunteers for 
committee or other roles are hard to come by. 

After two joint conferences with the BCS it 
is now unlikely that a solo conference would be 
viable, in terms of quality of speakers, number 
of delegates, pressure on committee and costs.

Steve recommended the creation of a sub-
committee to review options on the future of 
the Society, with a wide-ranging amount of 
possible outcomes considered and debated, and 
look at what is feasible within the constitution 
and the best interest of the members.

Since September the sub-committee (Miles 
Irving, Alex Kent and myself) met to look at 
sustainability of the Society, any variations 
in the society’s make-up and activities that 
might achieve that, and also options for a 
completely different future (which meant - 
either dissolving the organisation and doing 
nothing else, or forming a synergistic link with 
BCS and/or other organisations)�

The meeting tabled 
the following facts:

The last two conferences have only just 
had a quorum at AGM (20) - Number 
of SoC attendees at Cheltenham was 

28 - No of Bulletin subscribers is 42 - No of 
members is 142 (8 new in, 10 out) - Finances 
are now stable after measures taken�

It also noted that for SoC there are some very 
strong positives – e�g� conference programme 
content generation, carto-soc, being practical, 
workshops, Bulletin content, etc�

We acknowledged that there are some 
difficulties, but felt that the society could 
continue ‘as is’, but that it would be a risky path 
to take, particularly in terms of the availability 
of members to take on tasks�

Because of this risk we agreed to have a meeting 
between myself and Miles Irving, together 
with two representatives of BCS (Ken Atherton 
and Richard Carpenter), to discuss common 
ground between the two societies�At this point 
Alex Kent stood aside from the sub-committee 
to avoid any perceived conflicts of interest (as 
well as being on the SoC Committee, he is also 
the current BCS President)�

After two such meetings a document was 
drawn up by myself summarising those 
discussions and finishing with the following 
recommendations:
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What we would like 
to see happen:
• A new single integrated society established, 

representing UK cartography

• The new society to have a new name to show 
that it is a fresh and changing organisation 

• SoC members co-opted to the con-joined 
management team

• The balance from the SoC accounts 
transferred to the new organisation (SoC 
constitution allows this)

• Best parts of SoC (list-serv, Bulletin, archive 
of articles etc) integrated into the new 
organisation

• Difference between two subscriptions (SoC 
£25, BCS £35) bridged for just one year to 
encourage retention of both sets of members 
[eg SoC members to pay reduced fee in 
first year of new organisation, which then 
equalises so all members pay the same in 
year two onwards]

This document (representing at this point a 
summation of the discussions between the two 
society teams, thus not just an SoC view) was 
presented to the BCS Council early in the New 
Year� After a full discussion at BCS Council, 
which SoC was obviously not part of, a detailed 
response came back that concluded:

After considerable discussion, consensus was 
reached that, on the basis of the proposal from 
SoC and the information made available by 
SoC, the two charities could not be merged at 
this time and that it might be best to let the SoC 
decide its own future independently of the BCS.

However, should the SoC decide to dissolve, 
it does have assets (including its archive, the 
Bulletin and CartoSoc) whose continuing 
availability would have value to the wider 
cartographic community and which, in the long-
term, need to be saved, protected and unbroken 
access be maintained.

The reasons were predominantly based on 
not agreeing to the idea of starting a new 
combined organisation, and concerns that a 
coming together would be problematic due to 
the SoC’s current (and future?) financial status�

This response was discussed at a well-
attended SoC Committee meeting in March, 
where it was decided to take time to review 
the implications of the individual points in 
the response and consider the way forward� 
Although acknowledging that the SoC funds 
were considerably reduced by the expenditure 
on the 50th year book ‘Cartography: A Reader’, 
the committee felt that the finances should not 
be an issue and that the treasurer’s projection 
was that we have made sufficient cutbacks in 
expenditure to be confident that it would not 
be a problem going forward�

In 1-2-1 discussions with Alex Kent, he 
and I agreed that the positives outweighed 
the perceived negatives implicit in this BCS 
Council response, and that we should continue 
the investigations of synergy between the two 
societies�

To this end we met to discuss writing a vision 
for the two societies to put to our respective 
organisations�

That document follows (in full):
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Report of joint meeting 
between SoC Chair 
and BCS President 
(on 23rd May)

Firstly, we reinstated our commitment to 
exploring a joint future of our societies, 
seeing that there is no better time to 

proceed for the members of both societies and for 
cartography in the UK in general. We recognised 
that good progress had been made in discussions 
between BCS and SoC to date but agreed that, as 
leaders of the two societies, we should establish 
a vision for the way ahead.

In exploring how the societies could merge 
by uniting their similar aims, we agreed that 
ultimately the best way forward would be to 
dissolve the SoC, providing that the BCS can 
agree to preserve and continue the SoC's assets 
at least for the foreseeable future, i.e. the Bulletin 
(in whatever name or format that takes), the 
online archive of the Bulletin, the list-serv Carto-
SoC, and copies of the Cartography: A Reader 
book. The BCS should commit to safeguarding 
these valuable resources that we recognised 
as being of benefit to the wider cartographic 
community. BCS Council/SoC Committee will, 
however, need to approve the joint proposal 
before it goes to the memberships.

Given the small number of non-BCS members 
potentially involved in any joint future, the BCS 
would not change its name or branding as a 
result of the merger. The BCS should explore the 
idea of allowing those who are members of SoC 
but not members of BCS (about 80 at last count) 
to have a year of BCS membership, perhaps at 
the cost of SoC subscription (currently £25), 
for one year after the SoC is dissolved. Again, 
this is something we need to look into and the 
respective committees will need to agree.

Anyone who is a member of the BCS can stand 
for election to Council and representation from 
SoC members is encouraged, via the established 
process of free and fair election.

On the issue of the SoC's finances, i.e. clarifying 
the accounts, establishing that there are 
no liabilities, and dismantling the SoC as a 
Limited Company, the SoC may need external 
assistance to proceed. Neither of us are aware 
of any outstanding liabilities for SoC, apart 
from the commitment to publishing the Bulletin. 
We recognised that the BCS Council will need 
to know about any liabilities before they can 
commit to proceeding.

We both agreed that we want the merger to 
happen sooner rather than later and we thought 
that a proposal could be tabled for both societies' 
AGMs this year with a view to the merger with 
the BCS (effectively dissolving the SoC) in 
September 2018. We agreed that a 'road map' 
be created to lay out what was needed for this 
to be achieved and by when. The wider joint 
futures team should be involved in this, to get 
the process moving and to sustain a good pace.

Once we can agree on the above we should 
proceed to creating a proposal for discussion 
at the committees. No decisions have been made 
at this point; we are establishing an agreed joint 
vision after which we can look to setting out the 
steps ahead and proceed as soon as possible.

Ultimately, we think we are forging the best 
way forward and it will be a considerable 
achievement to have got there next September.

Steve Chilton (SoC Chair) and 
Alex Kent (BCS President)
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What now?

That vision is to be discussed by SoC 
Committee and BCS Council, with a 
view to both adopting it� That would 

mean a proposal being presented to this 
year’s AGM with a view to dissolving SoC in 
September 2018, and a full merging between 
the two organisations taking place, under the 
existing banner of the British Cartographic 
Society� It would truly represent cartography 
within the UK, and in the wider world via 
the ICA�

This position has not been reached lightly� 
There has been a lot of reviewing of attitudes 
and positions, and plenty of internal discussion 
at committee and sub-committee level�
Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

It will be up to you, along with 
every other member, to actually 

decide what happens.
Please consider the implications of this, attend the AGM (at 4-30pm 
Wednesday 6th Sept), if possible, and help decide the future�

You may of course send questions or comments in to be read out if you are 
unable to attend.

Email: chair@soc.org.uk with subject line: Future_of_SoC

mailto:chair%40soc.org.uk?subject=Future_of_SoC
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Obituary
Alexander Carson Clark 
18th June 1930 - 6th May 2017

Alexander Carson Clark was born in 
Langholm, in the Scottish Borders� 
He had a brother Joe who he sadly 

lost many years ago, and a baby sister, who 
tragically passed away at birth� Carson served 
his National Service in The New Territories 
(Hong Kong), a place which he always 
remembered with fondness�

Carson trained as a Surveyor with the Forestry 
Commission, then did three years of large-
scale drafting with the Ordnance Survey in 
Southampton� He always believed that folk 
should improve their skills, and attended a 
College of Art course in order to improve his 
own design and artistic skills�

After his cartographic training he worked at 
Southampton University, where he set up their 
first carto-reprographic unit in the Geography 
Department� He used to say with a chuckle 
that he was at the age of 24 the new boy, but 
also the tea boy and odd-job man, feeling that 
academics frequently thought non-academic 
staff were inferior� He admits though to a 
positive lead came from his excellent Head 
of Department, Prof F J Monkhouse, under 
whose tutelage he was greatly encouraged and 
felt he gained a more professional role� 

Carson was an enthusiastic founding member 
of the Society of Cartographers, being behind 
the very early discussions about forming 
such a society� Carson’s vision was to help 
lone cartographers, working in comparative 
isolation at universities throughout the 

United Kingdom, often without any formal 
qualifications and struggling to interpret the 
instructions of various members of academic 
staff� 

During the nine years prior to the official 
establishment of the Society of University 
Cartographers (as it was originally called) 
in 1964, Carson worked tirelessly, meeting 
whenever possible with other cartographers 
working alone in university departments� He 
frequently made visits to these cartographers 
over a weekend or during the Easter or Summer 
holidays� This was done all at his own expense 
(no funding organisation was available to help 
meet his expenses)�

Prof Monkhouse introduced him to Alan 
Hodgkiss (at Liverpool University), to whom 
Carson wrote with some suggestions for 
training and qualifications, inviting his ideas 
in return� This collaboration resulted in the 
Southampton Cartographic Training Course, 
which Carson led� It was used to train new staff 
at Southampton University, but also offered 
by correspondence to a few other Geog Dept 
cartography staff around the UK� Despite the 
Institute of British Geographers thinking 
it was some kind of militant or subversive 
group, the Society of Cartographers was finally 
formed in 1964, after a huge amount of work 
by Carson, and a small number of others� 
Carson later became Chair of the Society of 
Cartographers and his interests were reflected 
in his Fellowship of the Royal Geographic 
Society, and him also a BCS member�
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He was a keen supporter of the SoC all his 
working life, and after retiring� He particularly 
loved the annual conference (or Summer School 
as it is formerly/formally known)� A measure 
of the man is that he attended the conference 
at Middlesex University and afterwards took 
the trouble to write a hand-written letter to 
my Head of Department to say what a fine 
conference it was, and praised myself and my 
team for our organisational skills�

He met his wife Linda, who sadly passed away 
in 2013, at Landford Wood, near Cadnam 
and six months later they were married� 
They had 4 children, and when the children 
were young the family moved to Edinburgh 
(in 1967) where Carson held the position of 
Senior Cartographer at Edinburgh University 
Geography Department, and in 1969 opened a 
gallery selling antique maps, a business which 

his son Paul continues to this day�

The family relocated to London in 1975, where 
Carson took a position with ‘Stanley Gibbons’, 
the stamp specialist, and ran their new map 
business 'Mapsellers'� Then in 1978 the family 
relocated to Bournemouth, where he and Linda 
really felt at home�

His son Paul wrote to me to say that: ‘in his 
last days his voice became weak but he kept 
singing: “Soon and very soon we are going to 
see the King”� We know he is with the King� 
This is not the end but a new beginning!’ Fine 
words about a fine man�
Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

Thoughts from Huw

Carson’s funeral was held in 
Bournemouth on May 22nd at the 
Evangelical Church where he and his 

late wife, Linda were members� John Hunt and 
I were present and represented the Society�  
As is so often the case, one learns so much 
more about the person and their life from 
family and friends at a funeral service�  His 
activities at the church and his love of singing 
were constant themes spoken of by many�  His 
varied professional life and in particular his 
love of maps was a major backdrop to his life�

In the world of cartography his presence and 
influence in the Society of Cartographers 
or Society of University Cartographers 
as it was when he helped to found it, was 
immense�  Not only was he a great source of 
encouragement and provider of sage advice 

to us younger Society folk but he was also a 
lovely man,  keen to share a story and a song!  
Whilst we celebrate his tenacity and belief that 
eventually saw the creation of the Society it is 
also fascinating to realise that outside of his 
University cartography career, he was equally 
adept at seeing commercial opportunities and 
his creation of the Carson Clark Gallery in 
Edinburgh and his contribution to Mapsellers 
in London bear testament to his love of maps 
and a keen eye for a commercial opening�

The Society owes Carson a great deal and in 
return he gained much respect and friendship 
from those in the Society – a Society which so 
meant so much to him�
Huw Dobson
former SoC Chair
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Some thoughts on 
Carson Clark

I first met Carson at the BCS symposium 
held at Bristol in 1970� I was introduced 
to him by John Robertson (later Lecturer 

in Cartography at Oxford Polytechnic) when 
he was leaving Simon Fraser University, 
Vancouver and returning to the UK in search 
of a job� I found Carson in the university bar 
one evening and after explaining who I was 
and my cartographic background, he told me 
to immediately travel to Cambridge where 
the SUC were holding their summer school� 
At Cambridge I was made very welcome, a 
newcomer amongst a very agreeable and like-
minded group of skilled, university based, 
cartographic staff� 

I got to speak to Alan Hodgkiss, who at the 
time was Editor of the Bulletin of the SUC� 
He was also the cartographer at the University 
of Liverpool and most importantly he told 
me that his professor, Andrew Learmonth 

had just taken up a post at the very new Open 
University at Milton Keynes� He also told me 
that the OU were just about to advertise for a 
cartographer in the Social Sciences Faculty� I 
was interviewed, got the job and was working 
by Christmas of that year� Nearly 35 years later 
I retired� Thanks Carson for the contact!

Carson and I bumped into one another many 
times over the years� He taught me a lot about 
antique maps and I began my own small 
collection� I know others who similarly had 
the benefit of his vast knowledge and expertise� 
Once on a visit to the Open University he sold 
to Vice Chancellor three beautiful antique 
maps that I believe still hang on the walls of 
Walton Hall, the Elizabethan HQ building of 
the OU� They were really only after one!
John Hunt
Open University cartographer, 
1970 – 2004

The photo was taken before the Annual Dinner at the OU Summer School in 1989.
Back - Terry Garfield, Roy Boud, Huw Dobson, Lawrie McLean and Carson Clark - all ex 
Chairmen. Front - Professor Eila Campbell and Dr Chris Board - ex Presidents.
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New Society Posts

We are requesting nominations for a new 
Reviews Editor�

Follow the instructions on page 31 to complete 
the committee nomination process, if you are 
interested in any of the posts�

Your Membership Details

All Members are requested to please inform 
our Membership Secretary Ian Truckell 
(membership@soc.org.uk) on a regular basis 
of any changes to their personal contact details 
or e-mail addresses�

If you change your e-mail, please also 
remember to Unsubscribe your old e-mail 
from Carto-SoC and Subscribe your new one 
at:

soc.org.uk/carto-soc

Online Membership 
payments using PayPal
Join the society or renew your membership 
by using PayPal within the online payments 
system at soc.org.uk/membership�

Summer School 
Conference Booking 
Information
Registration now open, book soon using the 
early bird discount price and save up to 10%�

Bursaries are available to help student and 
overseas members to attend the Conference� 
Email secretary@soc.org.uk for the SoC Bursary 
application�

Don’t forget to book your place via:

soc.org.uk/summer-school-conference

Society Information

Early Bird discount of 
up to 10% is available 
until 1st August 2017.

mailto:membership@soc.org.uk
https://soc.org.uk/carto-soc/
https://soc.org.uk/membership/
mailto:secretary@soc.org.uk
https://soc.org.uk/summer-school-conference/
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Events

#geomob

Traveltech Lab, London - http://bit.ly/2tiloU7

Tuesday 19th September 2017 
#geomob September 2017

Livingmaps 2017

UCL, London - http://bit.ly/2pwTSjR

Wednesday 21st June 2017 
Iain Sinclair (Writer and Filmmaker) 
Stretched City: Pushing Against the Current in the Last London

Saturday 1st July 2017 
Mayday Rooms, 88 Fleet Street, London� EC4 
Workshop Leaders: Kimbal Bumstead, Nicolas Fonty and Jina Lee 
Participatory Mapping Workshop

GeoData 2017

The Assembly Rooms, Edinburgh - http://bit.ly/2rsc3rN

Thursday 12th October 2017 
Scotland Showcase 
Seminar and Exhibition

Royal Museums Greenwich

National Maritime Museum, Greenwich - http://bit.ly/2tiual9

Friday 21st - Saturday 22nd July 2017 
Mapping the past, exploiting the future: cartographies and understandings of the Arctic 
Talks & courses

http://bit.ly/2tiloU7
http://bit.ly/2pwTSjR
http://bit.ly/2rsc3rN
http://bit.ly/2tiual9
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Annual General Meeting & 
Committee Nominations

The Annual General Meeting will be held at 4:30pm on 
Wednesday 6th September 2017.

Full members of the Society who wish to stand for election to the Committee 
may be nominated by two or more members�

Full members are encouraged to apply for election to all posts�

Nominations must be with the Honorary Secretary prior to the AGM 
at on 6th SEPTEMBER 2017�

Download the Nomination Form from:

soc.org.uk/committee

All forms should be sent by e-mail or post to the SoC Hon� Secretary 
secretary@soc.org.uk

River Wear, Durham Cathedral and Durham Castle

https://soc.org.uk/committee
mailto:secretary@soc.org.uk
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Editor’s Note
Stuart Gill
Newsletter Editor

Thank you for taking the time to read this 
newsletter� The site for the upcoming 
conference is now live, so please 

consider coming along this year, especially if 
you haven't been recently�

I have added something new this time around, 
with the interview of the Wallis Award winner, 
which I intend to do each year from now on� 
So, please let me know your thoughts on the 
interview and the questions� Feedback is 
always welcome�

If you are looking for a reason to come along, 
why don't you consider entering for an award?

I have been a member of the society for fifteen 
years and this is the first time I have decided to 

enter a set of maps for the Wallis Award, and I 
am really interested to see what people make 
of them, in particular, whether they work or 
not - you'll have to come along and have a look, 
if you want to see what I mean!

I hope you enjoyed this edition and comments 
are always welcome�

See you in County Durham�

Please send newsletter related comments and 
any future contributions to the following email 
address: newsletter@soc.org.uk
 

please get in touch with us using any of the 
following:
Website - soc.org.uk 
Email - info@soc.org.uk 
Twitter - @cartosoc 
FB - facebook.com/SocietyofCartographers 
LinkedIn - linkedin.com/groups/Society-Cartographers-3089975 
CartoSoC mailing list - soc.org.uk/carto-soc

Society of Cartographers (SoC) | Charity registered in England and Wales 
(No 326285) | Company limited by guarantee (No 05940023)

Registered Office: Society of Cartographers, c/o UCL Department of 
Geography, University College London, Pearson Building, Gower Street, 
London WC1E 6BT

mailto:newsletter%40soc.org.uk?subject=
https://soc.org.uk/
mailto:info%40soc.org.uk?subject=
https://twitter.com/cartosoc
https://www.facebook.com/SocietyofCartographers 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Society-Cartographers-3089975
https://soc.org.uk/carto-soc/
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